Living systems have three major types of cell signaling systems that are dependent upon highenergy chemicals, redox environment and transmembranal ion gating mechanisms. Development of integrated systems biology descriptions of cell signaling require conceptual models incorporating all three. Recent advances in redox biology show that thiol/disulfide redox systems are regulated under dynamic, non-equilibrium conditions, progressively oxidized with the life cycle of cells and distinct in terms of redox potentials among subcellular compartments. The present article uses these observations as a basis to distinguish "redox-sensing" mechanisms, which are more global biologic redox control mechanisms, from "redox signaling", which involves conveyance of discrete activating or inactivating signals. Both redox sensing and redox signaling use sulfur switches, especially cysteine (Cys) residues in proteins which are sensitive to reversible oxidation, nitrosylation, glutathionylation, acylation, sulfhydration or metal binding. Unlike specific signaling mechanisms, the redox-sensing mechanisms provide means to globally affect the rates and activities of the high-energy, ion gating and redox-signaling systems by controlling sensitivity, distribution, macromolecular interactions and mobility of signaling proteins. Effects mediated through Cys residues not directly involved in signaling means redoxsensing control can be orthogonal to the signaling mechanisms. This provides a capability to integrate signals according to cell cycle and physiologic state without fundamentally altering the signaling mechanisms. Recent findings that thiol/disulfide pools in humans are oxidized with age, environmental exposures and disease risk suggest that redox-sensing thiols could provide a central mechanistic link in disease development and progression.
Introduction
Proteins are unique among biologic macromolecules in possessing elements (cysteine, methionine, selenocysteine) that undergo reversible oxidation-reduction (redox) reactions as part of their normal function. Early biochemical research elucidated roles for cysteine (Cys) residues of proteins in many catalytic mechanisms, as well as in protein stability through disulfide bond formation and interactions with Zn 2+ , and defense of cells against oxidants and reactive electrophiles. In recent years, this extensive knowledge of Cys functions in proteins has been expanded with the recognition that reversible covalent modifications of specific Cys residues function in signal transduction.
Despite rapid progress in this research, especially in the context of kinase signaling and oxidative mechanisms of disease, there remains a relatively incomplete definition of redoxsignaling pathways, i.e., ones that could be termed "canonical" pathways. Certainly, there are some, such as the Nrf-2 transcription factor system controlling antioxidant response genes [1] . In this system, sensory thiols in the actin-associated protein Keap-1 in the cytoplasm release Nrf-2 upon oxidation or modification by alkylating agents. Upon release, Nrf-2 translocates to the nucleus, binds with small Maf proteins and activates transcription through binding to antioxidant response elements (ARE) in the control regions of multiple detoxification genes [1] .
Many signaling processes are discussed in terms of "redox signaling" based upon sensitivity to non-specific oxidants and reductants such as H 2 O 2 and N-acetylcysteine. However, such redox sensitivity does not constitute a "redox-signaling pathway" in the same sense as that provided by the Nrf2 pathway or as exemplified by multiple kinase signaling pathways. Kinase signaling pathways are often responsive to oxidants and reductants [2] , but these redox sensitivities are often difficult to describe in terms of what could be considered a "canonical" redox-signaling pathway.
The purpose of the present article is to review literature on thiol/disulfide systems and the characteristic differences in these which are associated with the life cycle of cells and subcellular compartments. This literature indicates that global redox control mechanisms exist which serve biologic functions different from those provided by specific signal transduction mechanisms. Based upon this, I propose to use the term "redox sensing" to describe these more global thiol-dependent control mechanisms and suggest that the term "redox signaling" be reserved for mechanisms in which a specific redox element transmits an activating or inactivating signal, i.e., a system for which a canonical redox-signaling pathway can be defined. Although this distinction will be difficult in some instances, I believe that efforts to make this distinction will facilitate development of integrated models of cell signaling which can accommodate the spectrum of functional differences associated with redox compartmentalization and the life cycle of cells.
I start with a brief overview of the Cys proteome and the spectrum of covalent and noncovalent modifications which underlie thiol-dependent mechanisms of signaling and metabolic regulation. The next section summarizes patterns of variation of steady-state redox potentials in the life cycle of cells and related associations with biologic function. This is followed by development of the concept of redox sensing as something distinct from redox signaling, with redox-sensing functions specifically to provide means to coordinate cell signaling and deliver signals appropriate to the cell type, cell cycle and metabolic environment. The final section addresses implications of redox sensing to structure-function relationships in biological systems, highlighting a need for systematic studies of the cysteine proteome to develop integrated systems biology descriptions of cell responses to stress.
The Cysteine Proteome
About 214,000 Cys residues are contained within the proteome encoded by the human genome [3] . Miseta and Csutora [4] studied the relationship between the occurrence of Cys in proteins and the complexity of organisms. They found that when Cys as a percentage of total amino acid content is compared to that expected randomly from the tRNA Cys / tRNA total , Cys is underrepresented in the proteome, even when corrected for GC content (0.41% for Archaea to 2.26% for mammals; random probability is 3.28%). They noted in this analysis that 92% of mammalian proteins contain at least 1 Cys, but only 50% of Archaea proteins have at least 1 Cys, suggesting a change in Cys content with evolution of complexity. This was supported by analysis of 10 ribosomal proteins of 5 species, where they found that Cys content increased with complexity of species (Archaea → Escherichia coli → Yeast → Drosophila → Human). Cys content for the ribosomal proteins was about half of that for all proteins of the respective species, indicating that there was a selection against Cys content. Neither Phe, Tyr nor Ile had pattern similar to Cys, and Cys appeared in non-random distribution with considerable increase in vicinal dithiol structures, with C-X-X-C content 1.5-times that of C-X-C or C-X-X-X-C. Results showed that 20% of human proteins studied had such a structure. Archaea proteins also had 21% of all Cys in such a structure, but yeast (5%) and plants (<5%) did not have notable occurrence of these structures. The results of these studies indicate that Cys content in animal evolution increased with complexity of the organism.
An increase in Cys content could reflect evolution of signaling and control functions of Cys with evolution of complexity. A large number of functions have been associated with covalent and non-covalent modifications of Cys (Fig 1) . Reversible redox reactions can occur with single Cys or with vicinal Cys. Single Cys forms disulfides with GSH, Cys or other proteins while vicinal Cys form disulfides or metal clusters. Sulfenic acids are also formed but are typically unstable and converted to disulfides. Higher oxidation states, i.e., sulfinic and sulfonic acids, largely represent irreversible oxidations in mammalian systems, although reversible oxidation of sulfinic acid in peroxiredoxin can potentially function in redox signaling. Cys undergoes other reactions, such as nitrosylation by NO and sulfhydration by H 2 S. Reversible formation of thiolhemiacetals occurs with aldehydes, including monosaccharides, and acylation occurs by reactions with acyl-CoA's. These Cys modifications have a range of functions, including control of protein activity, stabilization of protein structure, formation of protein activation complexes, control of protein distribution in association with the cytoskeleton or membranes, and translocation of proteins through the secretory pathway, into mitochondria or into and out of cell nuclei.
Comparison of the percentage of Cys in the ribosomal proteome as a function of animal evolution, as shown by Miseta and Csutora [4] , with the percentage preserved with evolution, shows similar characteristics for both the cytoplasmic and mitochondrial ribosomes (Fig 2A-D) , even though the compartments and the functional demands for the respective ribosomes are different. The percentage is substantially less than that expected from random use of the codon, indicating selection against use of Cys. However, most of the Cys present are increasingly preserved among the more complex organisms, suggesting evolution of functions. These characteristics are very different from the mitochondrial targeting sequences (MTS) for the mitochondrial ribosomal subunits (Fig 2E,F) , which have a percentage of Cys similar to that expected from random use of the codon and show little evidence for conserved Cys residues. One can conclude that there is selection against random use of Cys in animal protein structures. In other words, Cys residues are used sparingly but are retained within structures during evolution of complexity, a characteristic of functionally important amino acid residues.
Redox proteomics methods allow identification of proteins that undergo redox changes under relevant biologic conditions. Targeted analyses using redox western blotting show that selected proteins in the mitochondria, cytoplasm, nuclei, endoplasmic reticulum and plasma membrane are partially oxidized under normal physiologic conditions [5] . H 2 O 2 production rates in cells are sufficient to oxidize about 0.5% of all cell thiols each minute [3] , and computational modeling indicates that protein oxidation contributes in a quantitatively important way to elimination of low levels of H 2 O 2 [6] . This interpretation is supported by powerful new mass spectrometry (2-D LC-MSMS) based methods [5] , which allow detection of over 2000 specific Cys residues in peptide sequences (Y-M Go & DP Jones, unpublished). The results show that hundreds of specific Cys residues are partially oxidized and responsive to physiologic state of cells. Importantly, because the methods preferentially detect abundant proteins and capture only about 1% of the proteome, the number of redoxsensitive Cys residues is likely to be much higher.
The specific Cys residues that are observed to be oxidized under normal physiologic conditions are present in a broad spectrum of structural and functional classes. For instance, 34 actin-associated cytoskeletal proteins were found to change in fractional oxidation in aortic endothelial cells exposed to a relatively oxidized extracellular cysteine/cystine redox potential [5] . Other partially oxidized cytoskeletal proteins include tubulins, cofilin and dyneins; signal transduction proteins include Ras, phosphatases, 14-3-3; translation proteins include elongation initiation factors and several ribosomal subunits; cell stress proteins include several heat shock proteins; detoxification proteins include peroxiredoxins and glutathione S-transferases; mitochondrial proteins include ATP synthase subunits and Complex I subunits; metabolic enzymes include several enzymes of fatty acid metabolism; pro-inflammatory signaling proteins include several stimulated by IL-1β. The major conclusion from these observations is that there is a large and diverse group of proteins with Cys residues that are partially oxidized under physiologic conditions.
Patterns of variation in steady-state redox potentials in cells Variation with the life cycle of cells
Among the metabolic activities that vary with cell cycle, changes in thiol content have received considerable attention, especially related to efforts to enhance killing in resistant cancer cells. An overview of some of these characteristics is given in Fig 3. Thioredoxins are typically in a more reduced state in both proliferating and differentiated cells compared to apoptotic cells. Depletion of metabolic energy sources causes oxidation. Extensive oxidation caused by prolonged loss of energy precursors, oxidants, certain metal ions and electrophiles, activates cell death through apoptotic and necrotic mechanisms.
Highly proliferative cells have higher GSH concentrations as well as higher thioredoxin concentrations [7] [8] [9] [10] . Numerous studies show that depletion of GSH or inhibition of thioredoxin impairs proliferation [7] [8] [9] [10] . For conditions where GSH is depleted, restoration of GSH supports recovery of proliferation. Similar studies in normal cells show the same characteristics, and in vivo studies in intestinal epithelia show that crypt cells have higher GSH concentrations than non-dividing tip cells [11] . Such studies also show that conditions limiting GSH availability in vivo also limit crypt cell division, that proliferation is restored upon restoring GSH supply and that proliferation can be enhanced by supplementation with GSH precursors [12] [13] [14] . Changes in GSH within the nuclear compartment in association with proliferation have been recently shown using different GSH-depleting agents; importantly, these data show that maintenance of nuclear GSH is critical for proliferation [15] .
While studies of GSH concentration per se show GSH-dependent stimulation of proliferation, measures of redox potential for the GSH/GSSG couple (designated E h GSSG for the reduction potential of GSSG + 2e − +2H + ↔ 2GSH) further support the conclusion that proliferative cells maintain a relatively reduced redox potential (see Fig 3B) . In colon carcinoma HT-29 cells, the steady-state E h GSSG was -260 mV in rapidly proliferating cells and this shifted to −200 mV in cells treated with butyrate to induce differentiation [16] . Colon carcinoma Caco2 cells similarly showed an E h GSSG of −245 mV which changed to −205 mV following reaching confluence and undergoing spontaneous differentiation [17] .
In vivo studies in rat colon have shown similar changes in redox potential associated with proliferation and growth arrest [18] . NIH3T3 fibroblasts show similar differences between proliferating and differentiated cells [19] .
Less information is available concerning the relationship between cellular Cys and proliferation. Cys is required for protein synthesis, and cell proliferation requires protein synthesis. Because of the metabolic interconversion of GSH and Cys, there is a possibility that Cys could be limiting under some conditions previously associated with GSH limitation.
Measures of E h CySS show an oxidation with differentiation, although the magnitude of change is not as great as for E h GSSG [20] . On the other hand, extracellular E h CySS has been found to be a critical determinant of proliferation in many cell types [21] . For instance, a more reduced extracellular E h CySS has been found to stimulate proliferation in monocytes [22] , endothelial cells [23] , retinal pigment epithelial cells [24] and multiple colon cancer cell lines [25] . Cys and CySS constitute the major low molecular weight thiol/disulfide system in many extracellular fluids, so that one can conclude that Cys/CySS is a critical extracellular thiol/disulfide couple controlling cell proliferation and provides a complement to the cellular GSH/GSSG system in this regulatory function.
Oxidation of thiol systems has long been known to cause cell death due to dysregulation of Ca 2+ homeostasis, activation of the mitochondrial permeability transition and activation of apoptosis signal-regulating kinase-1. During apoptosis, GSH efflux is activated [26] so that regardless of how apoptosis is signaled, a common feature is oxidation to about −170 mV. For instance, oxidation of E h occurs during apoptosis induced by staurosporin [27] , glucocorticoid [28] , nutrition factor withdrawal [29] , or terminal differentiation [17] .
Oxidation of E h GSSG to values more positive than −150 mV cause necrosis, and secondary necrosis is often observed in cell culture where apoptotic cells are not removed by phagocytosis.
Oxidized extracellular E h CySS activates proinflammatory signaling in endothelial cells, monocytes and neutrophils [23, 30] . Stress response and antioxidant response pathways are also activated by oxidized E h CySS in monocytes [22], endothelial cells [23] , colonic epithelial cells [31] , and profibrotic signaling is activated in pulmonary fibroblasts [32] . Although direct mechanistic links of these changes with disease pathology are limited, studies in humans show associations of oxidized E h CySS with risk of persistent atrial fibrillation [33] and cardiovascular disease outcome [34] .
Additional studies are needed to determine characteristics of other tissues and biologic conditions. However, at the current level of knowledge, data suggest that the redox potential values are sufficiently consistent to consider the possibility that thiol/disulfide redox potential is an underlying parameter contributing to the organization and control of molecular activities during the life cycle of cells.
Subcellular compartmentation of redox
Available information concerning redox compartmentalization has been recently reviewed [21] and also supports the interpretation that the redox potentials of thiol/disulfide systems provide a basis for organization and control of molecular activities. Early studies on GSH showed only small differences between mitochondria and cytoplasm, but these studies did not include the consideration of a pH difference between the compartments, which makes the E h GSSG more reducing in the mitochondria even with the same GSH/GSSG ratio. Early findings of high GSH in nuclei [35] were discounted because of possible artifacts related to method of analysis [36] . However, studies of transcriptional activation by AP1 showed that low level of oxidation stimulated activation while high level of oxidation inhibited activation [37] [38] [39] , and these results were shown to be due to different oxidative events in the cytoplasm and nuclei. Similar redox sensitivities are known for NF-κB and Nrf-2 [40] [41] [42] . Subsequent studies have confirmed that the GSH pool in nuclei is distinct from the cytoplasm [15] . Among the most convincing early evidence for redox compartmentalization, thioredoxin-1 was found to be translocated into the nucleus in response to oxidative stress [43] . Early studies also showed redox compartmentalization in the endoplasmic reticulum. E h values were obtained with an ER-targeted peptide and showed that the E h GSSG in the cisternae is relatively oxidized [44] , consistent with the substantial knowledge of the oxidative protein processing in proteins destined for secretion [45] .
A diagram illustrating the compartmentalization of thiol/disulfide redox potentials is given in Fig 4 . This is presented conceptually because different thiol-disulfide couples were measured in different compartments; a recent review of this subject is available [21] and should be consulted for details. Calculation of steady-state redox potentials of Trx1 and Trx2 using measured fractional reduction and appropriate standard potentials for the active site dithiol/disulfide couples, show that the mitochondrial Trx2 is maintained at the most reducing potential (−330 mV), with nuclear Trx1 being about −300 mV and cytoplasmic Trx1 about −270 mV. The E h GSSG in the mitochondria is the most reducing of the GSH/ GSSG pools, being about −300 mV. The E h GSSG in the nucleus is not known, but evidence that GSH concentration is higher than in the cytoplasm and that the ratio of protein thiol to glutathionylated protein (-SH/protein-SSG ratio) is higher for nuclear proteins than for cytoplasmic proteins, suggest that the E h GSSG is more negative that the cytoplasmic values, i.e., <−260 mV. Values for the cisternae of the endoplasmic reticulum obtained by Hwang et al [44] are approximately −185 mV, intermediate between cytoplasmic (−260 to −200 mV) and plasma values (−140 mV).
Several correlations between compartmental redox potential changes and cell function are known (summarized in [21] ). Cytoplasmic activation of signaling by AP1, NF-κB and Nrf2 pathways and sensitivity of these pathways to oxidative inactivation of transcription in nuclei have been well documented [39, 41, 43] . Growth signaling by EGF has been found to involve selective oxidation of the cytoplasmic Trx1 pool without oxidation of cellular GSH, nuclear Trx1 or mitochondrial Trx2 [46] . Signaling by TNF-α was associated with oxidation of mitochondrial Trx2 without oxidation of cytoplasmic Trx1 or cellular GSH/GSSG [47] . Similarly, proinflammatory signaling by oxidized extracellular E h CySS in endothelial cells was associated with mitochondrial Trx2 oxidation but not oxidation of cytoplasmic Trx1, nuclear Trx1 or cellular GSH/GSSG [5] . The selective oxidation within compartments suggests that redox potentials are controlled independently in a manner which could allow optimization of protein functions. Together with the above data showing thiol/disulfide redox potential changes with the life cycle and a spectrum of reversible modifications of Cys in proteins, the data suggest that redox elements provide means to both support biologic signaling and also to coordinate signaling functions in the cell cycle and apoptosis.
Discrimination of redox sensing and redox-signaling thiols
In an earlier review of the evidence for non-equilibrium thermodynamics of thiol/disulfide systems, we provided a perspective on redox systems biology and the need to develop quantitative models that accurately describe function of redox signaling and control pathways [18] . One of the major challenges identified was to discriminate between sulfur switches that function as integral components of redox-signaling pathways and those that function to control activity of signaling pathways. This challenge is exemplified by the need indicated above to identify canonical redox-signaling pathways, few of which have been clearly defined.
"Redox signaling" is often used to describe signaling processes in which an oxidant such as H 2 O 2 generates a biologic response. Nrf2 is a prototypic redox-signaling pathway [1, 48] .
Nrf2 is bound to the actin-associated binding protein Keap-1 in the cytoplasm. Oxidation or alkylation of Cys residues in Keap-1 provides a signal to release Nrf2, which translocates to the nucleus and activates transcription via antioxidant response elements (ARE) within the control regions for antioxidant and detoxification genes. A large number of other redoxsensitive transcription factors have been identified [49] , but few of these have well defined, discrete redox-signaling pathways in which a specific oxidative signal is conveyed through a specific redox element to direct a specific cellular response.
In contrast, there are multiple examples where kinase pathways are known to be redox sensitive. For instance, Wright et al [2] found that low level oxidative stress increased phosphorylation of 85% of the phosphorylated proteins that they were able to detect. Many studies show that oxidative conditions often stimulate kinase reactions while at the same time inhibiting phosphatase reactions [50, 51] . The implication from the relatively few discrete redox-signaling pathways and the common cross-talk between redox and kinase mechanisms is that there is a need to distinguish elements of discrete signaling pathways from elements which regulate those pathways. This need is especially relevant to processes designated as "redox signaling" based upon experiments with H 2 O 2 , N-acetylcysteine or other non-specific oxidant or reductant. For instance, experiments with additions of 200 μM or more H 2 O 2 or 1 mM or more NAC, to cell incubations where total thiol content is in the range of 100 μM or lower, provides no evidence for a specific signaling pathway. On the other hand, the responses observed with such global oxidative challenges may be important evidence for control mechanism exerted through redox-sensing thiols rather than redoxsignaling thiols.
If one takes a very broad view, cell signaling and metabolic regulatory mechanisms can be linked to the three inter-convertible energy currencies, i.e., phosphorylation energy, transmembranal gradient energy and redox energy ( Fig 5) . Each energy currency underlies types of cell signaling mechanisms represented by kinase signaling, transmembranal ion signaling and redox signaling. However, because the signaling pathways are regulated, and the underlying mechanisms of regulation of these pathways are based upon the same energy currencies, the discrimination of discrete signaling pathways from the systems that regulate those pathways is difficult.
In the context of the data summarized above, namely that 1) there are many Cys residues in proteins, 2) a considerable fraction of these Cys residues undergo reversible oxidation or other covalent modification, 3) redox potentials within cells undergo characteristic changes associated with the life cycle of cells and 4) subcellular compartments are specialized in their redox control systems, one can conclude that categorizing protein Cys residues according to their function could be very useful. To accommodate the effects of global redox changes, such as those observed during cell differentiation and apoptosis, and the concepts of cell signaling and signal transduction, some clarification of terminology is needed. One way to do this is to use the terminology for Cys residues functioning as essential elements in redox-signaling pathways as "redox-signaling" Cys while Cys residues functioning to regulate or integrate signaling functions, regardless of signaling pathway, could be considered "redox-sensing" Cys. This distinction is depicted schematically in Fig 6, where discrete signaling pathways are designated by the arrows directed toward the lower right and redox regulatory systems for these pathways are designated by arrows to the lower left. In this depiction, which is intended to provide a conceptual basis for discriminating redoxsensing Cys from redox-signaling Cys, I have also included kinase and transmembranal ion signaling pathways to emphasize that there are redox-sensing mechanisms regulating each signaling type. For instance, in Trx1-dependent signaling of apoptosis by Ask-1, oxidation of Cys32,35 results in signaling of the pathway [52] while oxidation of redox-sensing Cys62,69 serves to regulate that activation by controlling the rate of reduction of the Cys32,35 disulfide [53] . Kinase activation as described above is regulated by multiple redox-sensing mechanisms [2, 54] , and ion movement through the NMDA (N-methyl-Daspartate) receptor is similarly regulated by redox-sensing thiols on the extracellular face of the ion channel [55] .
Redox-sensing thiols can alter the rates or conditions in which a signaling pathway can function without fundamentally altering the signaling mechanism. Consequently, the function of the redox-sensing thiols can be viewed as being orthogonal to the signaling pathway ( Fig 6) . This allows redox-sensing thiols to control signaling in a manner appropriate to the cell conditions so long as the magnitude of redox potential change is sufficient. Because the E h is related to the logarithm of disulfide/thiol for single Cys and to the logarithm of disulfide/(thiol) 2 for Cys pairs, a 60 mV change is equivalent to a 10-fold change in reduced:oxidized ratio for single Cys and a 100-fold change in ratio for dithiol motifs. In HT-29, a 60 mV oxidation was observed in association with differentiation [16] . This change considerably enhanced the sensitivity of the Nrf-2 system and thereby controlled the extent of transcriptional activation signaled in response to benzylisothiocyanate. This resulted in higher expression of detoxification genes in terminally differentiated cells compared to rapidly dividing cells [16] . As summarized in Fig  3, the magnitudes of change during the cell cycle, differentiation, and apoptosis are sufficient for redox-sensing thiols to have considerable effect on cellular structure and activities.
Thus, the shift in redox potential, as is commonly observed during differentiation or apoptosis, provides a mechanism to control signaling pathways appropriately for dividing, differentiated and apoptotic cells. More reduced conditions can enhance cell proliferation in cancer cells by simultaneously affecting the activity of multiple cell survival genes. Such distinction between redox-signaling pathways and redox-sensing mechanisms not only will help to accurately describe pathways but will also facilitate development of accurate mathematical descriptions in redox systems biology.
Implications of redox-sensing Cys in biological systems
The observation that the percentage of Cys in proteins is less than that expected from random use of the Cys codon suggests that the properties of Cys have had a considerable influence on the evolution of the Cys proteome. The multiple reactions of the Cys thiols and the sensitivity of thiols to oxidation and reaction with reactive electrophiles serve to reinforce this concept. Furthermore, extensive toxicology and carcinogenesis literature shows the direct importance of the Cys proteome in biologic function. The amount of oxidant needed to disrupt a specific signaling process, however, should be small relative to the amount needed to affect the global Cys proteome of cells, and the amounts of H 2 O 2 or NAC that have been used to define "redox signaling" are sufficient to affect the global proteome. The biological literature has largely ignored this inconsistency and/or relegated the global oxidation of proteins to a role in tolerance to oxidative challenge, i.e., an evolved strategy to protect critical active site Cys from oxidation by having a large number of noncritical Cys and Met residues which preferentially react with oxidants [56] .
An alternate interpretation based upon the distinction between redox-signaling and redoxsensing Cys and the observed characteristics of the Cys proteome is that a large fraction of the Cys present in mammalian systems has redox-sensing function. Many examples can be given to illustrate this point. For instance, disruption of disulfide formation in protein processing through the secretory pathway, activates the ER stress response [57, 58] . In intestinal and pulmonary mucus, oxidation of Cys results in a more viscous and rigid barrier against microorganisms [59] . In platelet activation, a balance of GSH and GSSG is needed for optimum signaling [60] . An optimum redox potential in cell culture medium is required to achieve maximum number of cells (cell density) in mammalian cell culture [25] . A high concentration of GSH is required for cell proliferation [15] , and a more reduced E h CySS signals cell proliferation [61] .
Such examples of redox-sensing functions can occur through known characteristics of thiols. Cytoskeletal proteins contain conserved Cys residues, some of which have redox-dependent functions [62] . During oxidative challenge, actin is extensively oxidized, crosslinked and bound to many proteins [63, 64] . At the physiologic limit, oxidation, crosslinking and protein binding could serve to control function, distribution and interaction of associated proteins. In other words, the toxicologic response due to global protein oxidation may reflect physiologic redox-sensing mechanisms which are overwhelmed by global oxidation.
A similar interpretation can be given to αand β-tubulin, docking proteins such as 14-3-3, chaperones such as HSP60 and HSP90, translation machinery such as EF1α and EF2, protein degradation components such as ubiquitin-activating E1, and other proteins which are found to be partially oxidized under normal physiologic conditions in cells [5] . Dynamic redox responses of such proteins could reflect redox-sensing functions which serve to coordinate and organize the protein machinery. The known examples of thiols in protein processing and trafficking [45] provide a proof-of-principle for such mechanisms. The presence of a large number of proteins that are partially oxidized under physiologic conditions and the observation that thiol/disulfide systems are maintained under nonequilibrium states almost necessitates that such effects are present, even if they are not used biologically.
Older literature on Ca 2+ diffusion in cytoplasm [65, 66] suggests a possible mechanistic basis for redox-sensing Cys to be used in coordination and organization of cell functions. The apparent diffusion coefficient of Ca 2+ in cytoplasm is considerably less than in a simple salt solution and also considerably less than that of other cations. This characteristic is due to the sequestration of Ca 2+ which causes up to a 50-fold decrease in the apparent diffusion coefficient [65, 66] . A similar effect on diffusion of specific proteins could occur because thiol-disulfide exchange is a relatively slow process. Under a relatively reducing condition compared to that which results in inter-protein disulfide bond formation, translational movement of proteins would not be affected by protein-protein interactions. However, if conditions were appropriate for reversible inter-protein disulfide bond formation with membranal or cytoskeletal proteins, then the translational movement of a soluble protein would be slowed. Translational movement would be determined by the rate of thiol/disulfide exchange with the immobile thiols.
The potential impact of such a mechanism is illustrated in Fig 7. Thiol/sulfide systems are maintained under non-equilibrium states, but if the sites of oxidation or reduction are homogenously distributed, the cytoplasmic redox potential will be uniform throughout the compartment (Fig 7A) . If local oxidants are produced at regions of the plasma membrane, as suggested to provide specificity in redox signaling [48] , then localized oxidation could transiently inactivate phosphatases and reductases within the region, and enhance this effect by transiently slowing diffusion of proteins in the region of the signal generation ( Fig 7B) . Similarly, if mitochondria are stimulated to produce oxidants, these could generate a zone of oxidation that activates signaling mechanisms in the vicinity of individual mitochondria ( Fig  7B) . In this way, Cys residues which have been thought to have no biologic function based upon effects from site-directed mutation could none-the-less have a biologic function. Furthermore, when proteins are studied in purified form in solution, such a function would be difficult to detect. Global effects of H 2 O 2 or thiol reductants, as well as nitrosylation, sulfhydration and similar processes, could affect signaling pathways by such mechanisms.
Hypothetical roles of such redox-sensing mechanisms in cellular organization are presented in Fig 7C and 7D . Because the nuclei are more reduced and the extracellular space is more oxidized than cytoplasm, the non-equilibrium conditions of the thiol/disulfides could exist with a radial gradient in which the distribution, mobility and/or activity of proteins is sorted according to the prevailing local redox potential (Fig 7C) . Such a mechanism could provide a basis for polarity within the cytoplasm. Similarly, transcellular redox potential gradients can exist in transport epithelia [67, 68] and these could provide a basis for sorting of proteins and their activities across the cell (Fig 7D) . Although speculative, the presence of a large number of redox-sensing Cys within cellular proteins could explain a considerable oxidative stress literature in which global oxidative challenges impact specific signaling mechanisms.
Challenges and opportunities
Studies of cells transfected with Nox-1 showed activation of kinase signaling without detectable changes in redox states of GSH/GSSG or thioredoxin-1 (Trx1) [69] . Such research implies that redox signaling is specific and occurs without global changes in the major thiol/disulfide systems. Furthermore, the disequilibrium of steady-state redox potentials of cysteine/cystine, GSH/GSSG and protein thiol/disulfide couples show that thiol/disulfide systems interact too slowly to allow generalized thiol/disulfide "buffering". Advances in mass spectrometry-based redox proteomics shows that hundreds, and perhaps thousands, of specific protein Cys residues are partially oxidized under normal in vivo conditions. Thus, central methodologic challenges to understand redox signaling and redoxsensing mechanisms are to discern oxidation of specific protein thiols from among the 214,000 Cys residues of proteins encoded by the mammalian genome. To do this effectively, cumulative databases will be needed in which different subsets are measured in individual experiments and assembled to give a more complete understanding of the redox-sensitive proteome. Ultimately, methods will be needed to resolve such redox events at the submicron scale of cells.
Recent progress in development of methods to measure oxidation of specific amino acid residues in specific proteins by mass spectrometry now allow measurement of about 1% of the Cys proteome in a single experiment, and a range of redox western blots are available to measure oxidation of selected proteins [70, 71] . Fluorescence methods using redox-sensitive fluorescent proteins allow imaging of redox changes within living cells [72] , and nanotechnology has provided the promise of being able to measure redox signaling with nanoscale resolution [73] . Thus, challenges that have limited progress in understanding the Cys proteome are being surmounted, portending a rapid maturation of the research subject.
The capability to accurately measure oxidants remains limited, but progress has been made especially for H 2 O 2 and hydroperoxides [74] . However, there is a considerable challenge to spatially resolve low concentrations of oxidants that have short half-life. Furthermore, there has been little progress in sorting out relevant oxidants from all of the possible oxidants which could function in redox signaling and redox sensing. Even the most actively studied reactive oxygen species (ROS) are not always distinguished as H 2 O 2 , lipid hydroperoxide or superoxide anion radical. And other possible oxidants, such as quinones, endoperoxides, epoxides, aldehydes, sulfites, chloramines, disulfides and molecular O 2 , are often not considered. With rapidly emerging proteomics capabilities, greater opportunity to study the spectrum of oxidants functioning in redox signaling will be available.
Finally, consideration of redox-sensing thiols as a common component of the Cys proteome provides an opportunity to correct persistent misinterpretations about oxidative reactions in biologic systems. In particular, the functional roles of thiol-dependent redox reactions have been overshadowed by the free radical theory of aging and related hypotheses which hypothesize and conclude that essentially everything oxidative is bad. Such studies often obscure normal physiology by creating experimental conditions where destructive 1-electron chemistry predominates and/or uncontrolled free radical reactions occur because cells are dead [75] .
The fact that proteins become oxidized and lose activity during tissue fractionation [76] has often considered "artifact" without questioning why evolution produced such reactive and unstable proteins. The rates of autooxidation of Cys thiols in proteins are similar to rates expected from oxidative turnover of H 2 O 2 in cells [3] . Because the function of redoxsensing thiols is dependent upon being oxidizable, these Cys can be expected to undergo oxidation during extraction and separation from redox-control systems. With this interpretation, inactivation by autooxidation provides a basis to study a protein for the presence of redox-sensing thiols. Examination of this subset of the Cys proteome that readily undergoes reversible oxidation-reduction under physiologic conditions as redoxsensing elements creates tremendous opportunity to enhance the understanding of the signaling and control of the cell cycle and apoptosis.
Clinical implications
Recognition that a relatively large number of redox-sensing thiols exist in biologic systems explains the dissociation between basic and clinical findings that developed with the failure of large-scale, double-blind antioxidant trials to show significant health benefit [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] . Oxidative stress is associated with diverse disease processes and, by most criteria, can be interpreted to contribute in a causal way. The results of the rigorously designed trials have led many to question the large volume of data concerning oxidative mechanisms of disease. However, oxidative stress involves free radical and non-radical mechanisms [3] . The antioxidant trials used free radical scavenging antioxidants, yet free radicals represent only a small fraction of the oxidants produced in biologic systems [3] . Furthermore, free radical scavengers convert free radicals to non-radical oxidants. Thus, non-radical oxidants, such as H 2 O 2 , are more abundant than free radicals. Non-radical oxidants selectively oxidize thiols rather than causing indiscriminant macromolecular damage. This results in more nuanced pathophysiologic mechanisms than a simplistic interpretation that more oxidation is "bad" and less is "good". Accumulated scientific knowledge shows that thiol/disulfide pools in humans are oxidized with age, conditions of oxidative stress (e.g., smoking, alcohol abuse) and other common determinants of chronic disease (e.g., high BMI, endothelial dysfunction) [3] . Oxidized extracellular E h CySS is sufficient to activate proinflammatory cytokine production in cell culture, and proinflammatory cytokine levels in humans are increased in association with oxidized E h CySS [30] . Thus, oxidized thiol/disulfide couples, acting through redox-sensing thiols, provides a mechanistic link between the abundant causes of oxidative stress and the underlying cell signaling and regulatory mechanisms that determine disease progression.
We do not presently know what controls the redox balance of the thiol/disulfide systems in humans. Recent evidence is available that dietary sulfur amino acid intake can affect plasma redox status in the short term [88, 89] and that Zn 2+ supplementation and a combination of vitamin C and E can protect against an oxidation over a 5-year period in older individuals [90, 91] . It would appear that systemic oxidation of thiol/disulfide couples could impact many systems because of the presence of redox-sensing thiols. In this way, cell proliferation and repair mechanisms may decline with age and oxidative stress conditions. Cells would respond to oxidized E h through redox-sensing thiols with increased expression of proapoptotic machinery, shifting the balance of cell populations. Processes such as platelet activation, fibrotic signaling and inflammatory signaling would be sensitized by redoxsensing thiols in the signal transduction pathways.
Knowledge of redox-sensing thiols will support new strategies to address disease risk and the development and management of disease. Application of new technologies to define redox-sensing thiols will provide the basis for development of new families of antioxidants targeted to relevant redox systems and disease pathways. Although the potential benefits are largely conjectural at present, the progress in understanding thiol/disulfide changes in vascular disease [Go and Jones, manuscript submitted], where outcome measures are directly linked to oxidized thiol/disulfide systems, raises the hope that the new insight concerning redox-sensing thiols will ultimately lead to significant health benefits.
Conclusion
The rapid progress in understanding oxidant generation by NADPH oxidases, redox signaling by Nrf2, and the elucidation of interactions of redox signaling with kinase signaling, has elevated redox signaling to a level of scientific maturity. The present article reviews data concerning the characteristics of the Cys proteome which suggests a need to discriminate more global redox-sensing mechanisms from those involved in specific redoxsignaling pathways. The key observations are: 1) characteristic redox potentials occur in proliferating, differentiated and apoptotic cells and also in specific subcellular compartments, 2) thiol/disulfide couples are maintained under non-equilibrium conditions in cells and 3) a large fraction of thiols readily undergo reversible oxidation under physiologic conditions. Consequently, an underlying organizing principle to coordinate multiple biologic processes is likely to involve redox-sensing mechanisms dependent upon thiols. By operating through distinct Cys residues, such control can be orthogonal to cell signaling mechanisms, allowing control of signaling without altering the mechanisms of signaling.
An implication of the interpretation that the Cys proteome contains a subset of redoxsensing Cys that are distinct from the redox-signaling Cys, is that the redox-sensing functions could provide an organizational principle for cells. Although delineation of this subset of thiols is incomplete, mass spectrometry-based redox proteomics suggest that 1% or more of the Cys residues in proteins are partially oxidized and could serve redox-sensing functions. Such redox-sensing thiols could optimize structure-function relationships and account for a large number of reversible oxidation, nitrosylation, acylation, sulhydration or metal binding reactions affecting macromolecular structure, activity, interactions and trafficking.
Localized generation of oxidants and specificity for reduction by thioredoxins, glutathione and Cys couples supports both global and local control structures, thereby affording specificity to high-energy chemical and ion-gating mechanisms, as well as redox signaling. Redox changes during the life cycle of cells can provide conditional control of signaling activities, thereby limiting certain activities to proliferating cells while others are limited to differentiated or apoptotic cells. Compartmentalization of the redox state can provide further specificity to kinase and ion-gating signaling during life cycle transitions. Progress in delineating the redox-sensitive Cys proteome, the associated redox circuits controlling these elements and the spatial and temporal variations in redox state, can be expected to allow incorporation of redox-sensing mechanisms with high-energy chemical and ion gating mechanisms to create integrated systems biological models of cell signaling and control.
Finally, accumulating data shows that oxidation of thiol/disulfide couples in human plasma is a hallmark of aging and a common feature of age-related disease. Relatively little is known about the determinants of steady-state redox potentials in humans, but available data show a dependence upon diet. Consequently, one can anticipate that management strategies can be developed to protect against oxidation of thiol/disulfide couples and associated redox-sensing thiols. Such approaches can then be applied to test efficacy in disease processes associated with oxidative stress and inflammation. The human genome encodes 214,000 unique cysteine (Cys) residues in protein sequences. While many of these Cys are contained within internal protein structures and not accessible to reversible modifications or interactions, Cys is a polar amino acid commonly found on the surface of proteins. In the vicinity of cationic amino acids, Cys can undergo ionization to a thiolate, which readily binds transition metals and is reactive with oxidants and electrophiles. These characteristics are associated with a large number of covalent modifications and ionic interactions which are used in control of protein activity, structure, subcellular distribution, cell signaling, macromolecular interactions and trafficking.
Fig 2. The percentage of total Cys and conserved/evolved Cys in cytoplasmic and mitochondrial ribosomal proteins suggests that a large fraction of Cys has biologic function
A comparison of the percentage of Cys found in ribosomal proteins illustrates the conclusion of Miseta and Csutora [4] that selective pressures kept the Cys content to be about half of that expected from random use of the Cys codon (3.2%). The Cys contents in the cytoplasmic small (A) and large (B) subunits are similar (see total and evolved), with most of the Cys residues showing the characteristic of being conserved through evolution or, upon appearance, being conserved in more complex organisms. In the mitochondrial small subunit (C), the percentage of the Cys (total) is similar to the cytoplasmic subunits but the Cys (evolved) are less well conserved with a slower rate of appearance of conserved/evolved Cys. The large mitochondrial subunit (D) has a lower percentage of Cys (total and evolved). In contrast, the mitochondrial targeting sequences (MTS) for the small (E) and large (F) ribosomal subunits had percentages of Cys similar to that expected from random use of the Cys codon (3.28%, broken horizontal line). MTS have few evolved or conserved Cys, perhaps reflecting a more random 3-dimensional structure. These data underscore the conclusion that Cys residues are used sparingly, and when used, are largely retained within conserved protein elements as expected for functionally important amino acids. Because the ratio of thiol to disulfide concentration (e.g., GSH/GSSG ratio) does not reflect the correct stoichiometry of a two-electron transfer reaction involving a disulfide, data are given in terms of the redox potential (E h ) calculated using the Nernst equation. By convention, E h values are the two-electron half-cell reduction potential of the disulfide/thiol couple of the redox pair [87] . For example, for the glutathione disulfide-glutathione redox couple, the reduction half-reaction is GSSG + 2H + + 2e − → 2GSH; in shorthand notation, this is GSSG, 2H + /2GSH. In common use in biomedical literature, this is termed GSH/ GSSG redox potential. On the right side of the double vertical lines in this figure, A-D represent thioredoxin and GSH/GSSG redox couples and redox changes associated with the life cycle of cells. On the left side of the double lines, changes in E h of the plasma cysteine/ cystine couple and associated physiologic changes in vivo. Highly proliferative cells have a more reduced redox environment than non-differentiating cells by several criteria, including the major thiol-disulfide redox control systems dependent upon A) thioredoxins (Trx-1, Trx-2) and B) GSH. Oxidation or loss of functional Trx-1 or GSH results in growth arrest; more severe conditions activate apoptosis or cause necrosis, similar in proliferating cells. C) Differentiated cells have more positive (oxidized) GSH/GSSG redox status. Mild oxidation signals transcriptional activation of stress genes, including those which enhance antioxidant defenses. More extensive oxidation activates apoptosis or causes necrosis similar to that observed in proliferating cells. D) Activation of apoptosis by any mechanism results in extensive oxidation of the GSH/GSSG couple. This scheme is based largely on studies of mammalian cells in cell culture which have been recently reviewed [21] . A limited number of in vivo correlates are available [3, 77] . Studies of rat intestine following nutritional and surgical manipulations show associations between growth indices and redox potential (summarized in [21] ). Also, in humans, studies are available to show that plasma thiol/ disulfide redox potentials become progressively oxidized with age and are oxidized in association with pathology [77, 78] . Manipulations of extracellular redox potential in cell culture using a redox clamp model (Go and Jones, Methods in Enzymology, in press) also shows that cells respond to controlled variation of extracellular redox potential with increased proliferation in response to more reduced potential and cell stress signaling in response to more oxidized potential.
Fig 5. Major types of cell signaling mechanisms depend upon the three major interconvertible energy currencies of living systems
Biologic systems obtain energy to support life from redox reactions in which the potential energy of oxidation-reduction reactions is harvested to perform work, including osmotic and electrochemical work, thereby creating ionic and molecular concentration gradients across membranes. Such electrochemical gradients are used to synthesize chemicals with high potential energy, such as synthesis of ATP from ADP and inorganic phosphate. Cell signaling as well as metabolic regulation involves control mechanisms dependent upon these energy currencies. These include kinase (ATP and related chemicals), redox (oxidationreduction reactions) and transmembranal ion movement. Thus, systems biology descriptions of redox signaling must ultimately incorporate redox mechanisms with all of these signaling types.
Fig 6. Orthogonal control of signal transduction systems by redox-sensing mechanisms
The three major types of signal transduction systems for high-energy chemical signaling (illustrated for kinase signaling), redox signaling and ionic signaling, share common features of having proximal signal generators and distal signal response elements. In each case, the signal generators and response elements are proteins. In some cases, specific Cys residues are obligatory components of the signaling mechanism. These are termed "redox-signaling" Cys in the present article. In most cases, other non-obligatory Cys residues are present. Redox-sensitive Cys of this type are considered "redox-sensing" Cys in the present article. The concept of redox sensing is that covalent or non-covalent modification of these redoxsensing thiols provides means to alter protein activity, protein-protein interaction, translational diffusion and other characteristics which can govern amplitude of signals without fundamentally altering the signaling mechanism. Because cells undergo characteristic changes in redox potential through the life cycle, this means that kinase, redox and ionic signaling mechanisms can be "throttled" by appropriate redox-sensing thiols that respond to those thiol/disulfide redox changes in dividing, non-dividing and apoptotic cells. Similarly, because redox potentials are controlled differently in subcellular compartments, the same signaling mechanism can be differentially controlled by the prevailing local redox environment.
Fig 7. Implications of redox-sensing mechanisms to interpretation of signaling within the organizational structure of cells
This figure is based upon the subcellular compartmentalization of redox status, as described in Fig 4. Evidence for localized signaling complexes raises the possibility that redox-sensing mechanisms could be a fundamental component of the functional organization of cells. In Panel A, the possibility is presented that the redox active components in the cytoplasm are rapidly diffusing so that no cytoplasmic redox gradients occur. In Panel B, two types of localized redox effects are depicted, one being a signaling complex activation associated with the plasma membrane (designated "p") and the other being localized signal activation in the vicinity of mitochondria due to increased oxidant production by mitochondria (designated "mt"). In the former case, a burst of oxidant could provide a local activation/ inactivation mechanism and decrease mobility of signaling components to produce a strong localized signal. In the latter case, mitochondria-derived oxidants cause oxidation within the vicinity of mitochondria. Perinuclear mitochondria could preferentially generate signals targeting nuclear activation mechanisms without affecting plasma membrane signaling mechanisms. Panels C and D represent alternative possibilities which could impact cell functions. In C, the observation that nuclei are more reduced than extracellular space implies that there are regional differences in reduction and oxidation between the compartments. Because cytoplasm represents an intervening diffusion space, the redox potential difference between the nucleus and cell membrane must be limited to the nuclear envelope and plasma membrane or be partially shared across the cytoplasmic space. The total redox potential difference between nuclei and extracellular space could be 120 mV or more. If this is distributed in a radial gradient from the nucleus to the plasma membrane, then proteins undergoing redox-dependent associations with cytoskeletal proteins could have differences in concentration in association with this gradient. A 60 mV radial gradient could support a 10-fold concentration gradient while a 120 mV gradient could support a 100-fold gradient. Thus, if a standing redox gradient exists between the nucleus and the plasma membrane, it could provide a mechanism to direct protein distribution. This could localize signaling as well as enhance efficiency of signaling processes. In D, the possibility for polarized cells to have transcellular redox potential gradients is depicted. In intestines, the apical surface is relatively oxidized compared to the basal surface, and this could serve to provide specificity to signaling or enhance efficiency of signaling processes associated with absorption. In lung, the apical surface is relatively reduced compared to the basal surface, again providing a basis for specialization of signaling functions.
